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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10092-10480
SECRET 18160EZ

DIR INFO GUAT PARI SAGO CITE MEXI 677

INTEL ESARD OUR SUNDAY SOURCE LICONKY-1 NO INDEX

FILED 18160EZ

REPORT AJICE SECRET HNM 7993 MEXICO GUATEMALA FRANCE CHILE

SUBJECT TRAVEL PLANS OF JUAN AREVALO BERNHEJO DOY 17 OCTOBER
63 PADA MEXICO CITY 17 OCTOBER AIR 2 SOURCE PERSON

(D) IN CLOSE PERSONAL CONTACT WITH AREVALO.

1. FIELD CONTACT: THE PLANS OF JUAN JOSÉ AREVALO BERNHEJC, FORMER PRESIDENT OF GUATEMALA NOW LIVING IN MEXICO, TO GO TO PARIS, FRANCE, AND THERE THE CHILE IN CONJUNCTION WITH A POSITION WITH THE UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC, SCIENTIFIC, AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION (UNESCO) HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY REPORTED.

2. AREVALO SAID ON 17 OCTOBER 1969 THAT HE WOULD BE IN MEXICO UNTIL 33 OCTOBER.

3. FIELD DISENT STATE FOR CIICO.

G. S. R. T.
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